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Dual Streaming
▲ H.264 format for set 
recording
▲ JPEG format for better

Multi Resolution
▲ Setup different recording 
resolution and speed for each 
channel separately

H.264 JPEG

▲ JPEG format for better 
speed over the network

channel separately.
▲ Support D1/HalfD1/CIF

D1 Real time Rec. 
▲ Experience the high quality 
picture with this cost-effective 
machine

Mobile & MAC App. 
▲ Various Mobile Applications         
(iPhone, Android, Blackberry…)
▲ Client S/W for MAC OS toD1 machine. 

▲ Supports D1 4ch real-time.
▲ Client S/W for MAC OS to 
control DVR fully.

D1

NTP/Time Zone (DST)
▲ Synchronize your DVR time 
with internet time server
▲ Setup Time Zone for day 

RF Remote Mouse 
▲ Simply tap, slide, scroll or 
drag to configure and navigate 
the system with a touch of a p y

light saving time
y

finger on IR remote mouse.
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3G USB Modem
▲ DVR can be connected to the 
network by using 3G USB 
modem when Ethernet cable 

HDD Playback on PC
▲ Directly play the recording 
data in the HDD uninstalled 
from DVR on your PC by using 

can not reach to DVR. 
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CMS. 

PIP in Live mode 
▲ Set one camera in a full 
screen mode and another one 
in a small screen to monitor

High Speed Backup 
▲ 75sec for backup 220MB of 
footage via USB flash memory.
▲ Support backup to externalin a small screen to monitor 

both at the same time.
▲ Support backup to external 
devices while recording

Auto NTSC/PAL 
▲ Never mind setup for NTSC  
or PAL and just connect camera 
to DVR, then it will detect the 

N T S CN T S CZoom-in Playback
▲ Support digital zoom-in 
2~8X while DVR in playback 
and live mode ,

right setup automatically.   PA LPA L
and live mode


